The aim of this paper is to give a particular solution of this problem in the case of mappings A : X->X of a Banach space X into itself. It will be shown that the Fixed Point Theorems of Schauder and Brouwer may be applied to find conditions under which the image A(X) of X is open in X. The idea of the following proofs is: Suppose that A: X-+X is a mapping of X into itself and let yoOEA(X). To prove that A (X) contains a spherical region S(ya, r<¡) in X with centre yo and radius r0, we take an arbitrary point y(ES(y0, r0) and define the mapping f(x) =x-X[^4(x) -y]. Now, if it is possible to find for every y(E;S(yo, r0) a number Xt^O (depending on r0 and y) such that f(x) has a fixed point x =f(x), then by X ^0, we conclude that y = A (x) belongs to A(X). Therefore S(y0, r0) C_A(X). In the following Theorem 1 it will be sufficient to choose X = 1. Note that if we know that the image A(X) of X is closed and open in X, then for a connected X we obtain A(X) =X. This last idea was used by the author in [l] and [2] to obtain some generalizations of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra to «-dimensional Euclidean spaces and general Banach spaces. -ri, we obtain for any y(E.S{y<>, r0) that ||/(x) -x0|| úr\Jr{r-r\)=r.
This means that/(x) maps the closed spherical region S{xo, r) into itself.6 Since F(x) is completely continuous, /(x) = F{x)+y is also completely continuous.
Thus, by the principle of Schauder, there exists a fixed point x=f{x), i.e. A{x)=y. Hence, every point y of 5(y0, r0) belongs to the image A{X) of X and therefore A : X-*X is open at the point yoG^4(-X").
Note that if X is a finite dimensional Euclidean space and F: X->X is a mapping of X into itself, then F is completely continuous.
Thus from Theorem 1 we obtain the following Note also that if F: X->X is a locally contractive mapping, i.e. a mapping such that for every point x0 there exists a spherical region S(xo, ro) and a number a=a(x0), 0<a<l, such that for every point x of S(x0, ro) there is ||F(x) -F(x0)|| áa||x -x0||, then evidently info<r<oo M(xo, r)/r^a<l for every x0 and hence by Theorem (1) is, in a certain sense, a necessary assumption.
Remark 3. Let A : X-> F be a mapping of a metric space X into a metric space F such that the condition {xn}"=i,2,..-does not contain a Cauchy (fundamental) subsequence, x" G X, implies that \A(xn) }"-i.2,..-does not contain a Cauchy subsequence.
Mappings having this property are called polynomial mappings.6 It can be shown7 that if A : X-»F is a polynomial mapping of a complete metric space X into a connected metric space F which is open at every point y<E.A(X)\I where I^A(X) is a set which does not disconnect the space F, then A(X) = Y. Hence, by Theorem 1, we obtain that:
Let F: X-^X be a completely continuous mapping of a Banach space X into itself and let A(x) =x -F(x). If the condition (1) holds for every point y0<EA(X)\I, where I^A(X) is a set which does not disconnect X and if, in addition, A : X-+X is a polynomial mapping, thenA(X)=X.
